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Evaluation Tools from

FARMTO CAFETERIA CANADA (F2CC), with the input of over 140 individuals from
diverse sectors across the country, developed the Farm to School Evaluation Framework
for Canada.This framework articulates priority outcomes and indicators that people want
to see measured relating to 4 impact areas: Public Health, Education, Community
Economic Development and the Environment.

Roots to Harvest (R2H)
offers young people the
opportunity to engage
meaningfully in the food
system as growers,
market gardeners and
lifelong learners.

To complement the Evaluation Framework, F2CC has asked community organizations to share tools that
they use to evaluate their school-based food programs.This document shares some of the tools used by
Roots to Harvest. It accompanies Roots to Harvest’s Sharing EvaluationTools to Support Farm to School
Programs webinar, which was recorded in March 2022 and is publicly available.

Find this and more evaluation tools at www.farmtocafeteriacanada.ca/get-started/evaluation-framework

http://www.farmtocafeteriacanada.ca/get-started/evaluation-framework/
http://www.farmtocafeteriacanada.ca/get-started/evaluation-framework/
http://www.rootstoharvest.org/
http://www.rootstoharvest.org/
https://youtu.be/Qn3qH_p7SpU
https://youtu.be/Qn3qH_p7SpU
http://www.farmtocafeteriacanada.ca/get-started/evaluation-framework/


Evaluation Tools from Roots to Harvest

Evaluation Tools

Head Heart and Hands / Feet (with Photovoice)

This activity is used extensively in Roots to Harvest’s programs in a variety of ways. It can be used as an initial activity,
a mid way check in activity or as a final reflection. It can take 5 minutes or it can take 1 hour depending on how you
structure the activity and how you intend to use the results. Roots to Harvest only uses it once in a program as they
like to pair it up with other evaluation tools so that they can reach people in different ways.

R2H often partners up this activity with the reflective activity called Photovoice - Download theToolkit byYouthREX
here.This tool can be a great way for youth to express their points of view by highlighting photos of the activities
related to an evaluation. R2H has noticed that some youth find it easier to place a picture to a thought to help to clarify
their thought. Sometimes the youth have photos that they can use for this but often R2H uses the photos the
organization has taken during the program if time permits.The photos will then get displayed on the bristol board
head, heart and hands for each participant. (See Description B below for an example)

For more info about the activity:

• Evaluation Sheet - Head-Heart-Feet

• The Power of Reflection: An introduction to participatory evaluation techniques by HC Link (page 7)

What R2H uses this activity to measure:

The Head Heart and Hands activity allows R2H to measure the different ways youth are engaging with the material and

experiences. It’s both a good self reflection tool for the participating youth and it allows those delivering the program to

notice themes that are emerging. R2H can then use this info to create additional evaluation tools such as surveys and

interviews to find out the specifics around what they want to start, stop and continue with program delivery.

Forest Meets Farm – Head, Hand & Heart Closing Activity

Handout that is used in Forest Meets

Farm Program of the Head, Hand & Heart

Closing Activity. This is used as a final

reflection for the 10-session program to

allow youth to think about what they

learned, what they felt and what they are

thinking about after participating.
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https://youthrex.com/toolkit/photovoice/
https://youthrex.com/toolkit/photovoice/
https://servicelearner.files.wordpress.com/2015/03/evaluation-sheet-head-heart-feet.pdf
https://en.healthnexus.ca/sites/en.healthnexus.ca/files/resources/powerofreflection.pdf


An example of how Roots to Harvest has included Photovoice in the Head, Heart and Hands Activity. This was

completed by a youth to reflect on their time in the R2H program using images taken from their experience as well as

meaningful thoughts, skills and knowledge they are leaving the program with.
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Summary Wall

When completing evaluations with students, R2H often needs to remind the students of what activities they have done
together. R2H starts by having students brainstorm what they have experienced over the past few sessions to start the
reflective process. In this exercise they come prepared with posters with topic areas that they want the participants to
reflect upon.They then hand out post-it notes for the youth to write out what they remember from each topic area - it
could be one word or a longer description.The categories change to reflect the activities that have been completed
with each group depending on the focus of the program.

Additional Suggestions

Activities to do while doing an evaluation
Having an activity to do when you begin an evaluation helps give some time for students who need time to reflect
before putting their answers down. R2H sometimes involves students in seed cleaning, butter making in a glass jar or
taste testing as an activity to fill in this time.

Presenting Evaluation Findings

With the development of easy to navigate
presentation tools, R2H has adopted the use of Canva
(www.canva.com) to lay out and present its findings.
This has made it very easy to create versions of the
organization’s evaluations to share with different
stakeholders. R2H often make a version for teachers,
for the school boards, for funders or for internal
reference through Canva.

Students use post-it notes to summarize what they

participated in during the program. R2H will often

do this with groups that they have been with over a

period of time as a way to remind the youth what

they are asking them to reflect on. R2H will come

with pre-made topics areas for them to sort their

thoughts and learnings onto.

Students make butter while doing the evaluation. This

activity could be used for students who are done early, for

students who need some time to think beforehand or for

students who need to be moving while thinking/doing.

Example of the Canva interface as R2H creates a

final school report to be distributed to schools.
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http://www.canva.com
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Example of a Summary

page for a Semester 1

school report. This report is

sent to teachers, principals,

superintendents and

directors of the school

board whose schools

participated in Roots to

Harvest programs..

Example of how R2H uses

qualitative and quantitative

data in a Semester 1 school

report. This is sent to

teachers, principals,

superintendents and

directors of the school

board whose schools

participated in Roots to

Harvest programs.
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